Purpose of Meeting: Establish new paddling practice schedule and discuss general issues.

Attendees: Dr. John Gilbert
Jackie Whitaker
Crystal Bennett Echols
Monica Morris
Myia Redic
Sara Yeldell
Paul Robichaux

Meeting Minutes:

• This was the first paddling meeting of the year. The attendees developed the following paddling practice schedule:

        Tuesdays & Thursdays    4:15 pm
        Saturdays                10:00 am

• Students interested in paddling should meet at Johnson Research center at the times listed above. The above schedule is also posted on our web site [http://www.uah.edu/student_life/organizations/ASCE/CurrentEvents/events.htm](http://www.uah.edu/student_life/organizations/ASCE/CurrentEvents/events.htm). For further information on paddling practice contact Myia Redic at 256-797-3322.

• Work out location and times are still being evaluated. Final decisions on the work out schedule will be revealed at a later meeting.

• Basic paddling techniques were discussed to introduce new paddlers to the activity.

• All attendees were encouraged to invite others to paddling practices.

• General Discussion included canoe theme ideas and design possibilities. These topics will be discussed in further detail at the chapter meeting scheduled for August 28, 2001.

Any errors or omissions should be brought to the attention of Crystal Bennett Echols (crystalechols@yahoo.com).